
 

H Plus is a look into a future where transhumanism intersects 
tragically with human nature. The new, dangerous jobs around 
the solar system are worked by Mediums—robot bodies inhabited 
by human minds. On Titan, Medium miners revolt when they are 
denied “leave” in their human bodies. Kara Shen, a journalist 
working undercover, is caught up in the action.

The player follows Kara and the rebels through tactical squad 
battles and manages to win victories against the 
authoritarian Commissioner Warburton.

The rebels fracture as a hardline faction forms around, 
Vanessa Meyburg, a long-time miner. Kara, disturbed by the 
escalating violence, agrees to a secret meeting with 
Commissioner Warburton in a Titan Resources habitat.

INT. DOMED GARDEN

The landscaped greenery inside the dome clashes with the 
stark Titan landscape outside. Similarly, Warburton’s weary 
face clashes with the uncanny smoothness of the Medium that 
Kara is riding.

WARBURTON
Thank you for coming, Ms. Shen. 

Warburton gestures to a nearby patio table for two. On the 
table, there is a bottle of liquor and two glasses. Kara 
takes the glass nearest her and holds it up, questioning.

WARBURTON
Just a gesture. And I didn’t want 
to drink alone.

KARA
It makes you look disconnected. 

WARBURTON
Let’s stick to the reason you’re 
here.

I’m offering a cease-fire and 
pardons. It’s your last chance 
before it all blows up.

KARA
Yours too.

Warburton looks coolly at Kara and takes a drink. She stares 
at him, letting the uncanny face of the Medium work for her.
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WARBURTON
There are conditions. You must 
hand over Vanessa Meyburg, as well 
as her cohorts from the factory.

KARA
That’s not going to happen. 
Vanessa saved our lives by outing 
your spy.

WARBURTON
But I bet she wanted to kill Leon, 
didn’t she? And she’s only gotten 
more ruthless since she’s been 
free?

KARA
(Hesitating, at first)

She’s angry. A lot of them are. 
You’re keeping their bodies 
prisoner!

WARBURTON
Vanessa doesn’t just want to get 
off of Titan, she wants to destroy 
it!

KARA
You’re saying she’s one of the 
“terrorists” Earth warned us 
about?

WARBURTON
If you keep her, she’s going to 
get your people killed.

Kara opens a channel to her friend Yusef back at the rebel 
camp. This is visible to the player as UI overlay, but it is 
invisible to Warburton.

KARA
Yusef, find Vanessa. Make sure she 
doesn’t start anything.

YUSEF
Wish I knew where you were. 
Everyone’s jumpy. I’ll find V.

The channel closes, Kara returns her attention to Warburton.

WARBURTON
Checking in on Vanessa?
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Kara looks surprised.

I saw your eyes flicker up and 
right. I know more about riding 
than you think.

KARA
Even if I wanted to hand over 
Vanessa, I’d need proof of what 
you’re saying.

WARBURTON
I have logs of her saying she’d 
like to let all the Titan staff 
asphyxiate.

He waits. Kara looks suspicious again.

Think you can get your people to 
believe they’re real?

Kara breaks eye contact, looks out the window, towards the 
sky.

KARA
I’m familiar with “reputation 
adjustment.”

Warburton takes another drink, relaxing.

WARBURTON
Do it fast. I can only hold off 
for so long. And be careful, Kara.

Kara mockingly raises a glass to him, then sets it down and 
leaves. On the way out, another message arrives.


